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(57) ABSTRACT 

A method for quickly booting a personal computer system 
using boot configuration information on memory and the 
attached devices that was created and saved in a hard disk at 
the preceding boot process. The method for a quick boot 
process includes the steps of performing a power-on self test 
POST) operation when a personal computer system is pow 
ered on or a reset button is pressed; performing a normal 
boot process after the POST operation; saving the contents 
of memory and the status of the attached devices to a hard 
disk; checking if a reboot is requested; restoring the saved 
boot configuration information from the hard disk, after 
POST is completed during the reboot process; checking 
whether or not an initial device configuration file and/or an 
automatic batch file were changed; and executing commands 
in the two files and saving a newly created boot configura 
tion information to the hard disk for future boot. The 
personal computer system, may reboot quickly because of 
omission of execution of the initial device configuration 
filed and the automatic batch file. 

61 Claims, 6 Drawing Sheets 
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1. 

METHOD FOR QUICKLY BOOTING A 
COMPUTER SYSTEM 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue specifi 
cation; matter printed in italics indicates the additions 
made by reissue. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 

The present invention relates to a method of and apparatus 
for booting a personal computer system and, more 
particularly, for quickly booting a computer system, in 
which a boot configuration information is created and saved 
in a disk for future boot, and the saved boot configuration 
information is reused upon the request of the Subsequent 
boot. 

2. Description of the Related Art 
FIG. 1 shows a block diagram of the system architecture 

for a conventional personal computer system, comprising a 
central processing unit (CPU) 1; a read only memory (ROM) 
2 for permanent storage of basic input output system (BIOS) 
and the initial states of internal devices, a random access 
memory (RAM) 3 for temporary storage of information; a 
micro computer (MICOM) 4 for controlling peripheral 
devices such as a keyboard input device, a mouse input 
device, and a power supply 7; a hard disk (HDD) 8 for 
providing a secondary information storage; a disk controller 
5 for controlling HDD; a video output display 6 for display 
ing information; and a power Supply 7. When power is 
applied to the computer system, the computer system starts 
to be booted to load an operating system (OS) and thus is 
brought into a known useful state in which application 
programs can be executed. This procedure is generally 
called “booting. An operating system is a software that 
provides resource management on a computer system, 
including basic tasks Such as process execution, memory 
management, and file management. Examples are MS-DOS, 
Windows95, OS/2, and UNIX. Execution of user applica 
tions is based on these basic functions of the operating 
system. 
The boot process of an IBM PC in which MS-DOS 

operating system is already installed is as follows. When a 
user turns the personal computer power Switch on or presses 
a reset button, a power-on self test (POST) is performed by 
ROM BIOS codes to diagnose each component of the 
personal computer. Next, a file called MSDOS.SYS is 
loaded and executed, and another file called IO.SYS is then 
loaded and executed to perform certain preliminary func 
tions related to management of Such peripheral devices as 
keyboard, disk, and display. And then, a command prepro 
cessor or COMMAND.COM is loaded into a memory that 
receives, interprets and executes user commands. A file 
called CONFIG.SYS that specifies devices possibly con 
nected to the personal computer is loaded and ASCII state 
ments contained therein are executed to load device drivers 
and initialize them. Finally, another ASCII file called 
AUTOEXEC.BAT is loaded and then programs that are 
listed therein are executed, thereby preparing the personal 
computer for use. 

There two kinds of boots: “cold boots' and “warm boots', 
which rely on the state of the computer system when the 
boot operation is requested. A “cold boot' is performed 
when power is applied to the computer or a reset button is 
pressed. When an operating system is loaded in memory 
already and the computer system is powered on already, a 
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2 
user may request a "warm boot' by entering a predefined 
sequence of key strokes, e.g., <Ctrld+ (Altd+<DelD. The 
BIOS codes include a plurality of computer routines for 
controlling devices such as a system clock, video output 
display 6, disk controller 5, and keyboard and thus provide 
a low-level interface to these devices. The BIOS is generally 
Stored in a Flash ROM. 

Shortly after power on or a reset button is pressed, the 
CPU begins executing the ROM BIOS codes. The BIOS 
codes for POST are, first, executed to diagnose and initialize 
devices attached to the computer system and obtain the 
status of the devices. 

When a “warm boot' is requested or a reset button is 
pressed, it is desirable that the time required for the boot 
process is reduced to force the computer into a ready state 
as quickly as possible. The boot process is usually called 
“quick boot', which is achieved by simplifying some device 
diagnosis processes or loading the device status information 
that was obtained at the preceding boot time from a storage 
medium such as disk. Because the quick boot means a boot 
process in which Some POST operations, e.g., memory test 
are skipped, the quick boot is generally referred to as “quick 
post”. 

FIG. 2 is a flowchart of the quick POST in an IBM 
personal computer system in which Windows95 is installed 
according to the conventional art. When the computer sys 
tem is powered on or a reset button is pressed (S.11), the 
Windows95 is loaded into a memory after execution of a 
normal POST process (S12). To be specific, once the POST 
process is performed, ASCII statements in CONFIG.SYS 
and AUTOEXEC.BAT are executed sequentially and WIN. 
COM is then executed to load Windows95. While Windows 
3.1, a previous version of Windows95, is loaded after the 
personal computer is booted on the basis of MS-DOS, 
Windows 95 installed PC is booted and Windows 95 user 
interface is provided directly. 
Once the boot operation is completed, a basic boot 

information is saved to a disk for future quick POST process 
(S13). After that, if a user requests a “quick boot to reboot 
the personal computer (S14), the above-mentioned quick 
POST process is performed to reduce the time needed to 
complete a normal POST process. As another method, the 
POST process execution is skipped by using a basic boot 
information that was created and saved in a disk immedi 
ately after the preceding POST process is completed. 

However, the conventional quick boot relies on the POST 
process, e.g., the omission of memory test. In other words, 
in the conventional quick booting method, the same opera 
tions as those of normal boot process are still performed 
after the quick POST process. Therefore, in case where there 
are a lot of ASCII statements in CONFIG.SYS and 
AUTOEXEC.BAT, the quick boot of the conventional art is 
not effective to reduction of the boot time. 

According to the conventional booting method, in Win 
dows95 installed personal computer system, working envi 
ronment or all information stored in memory are saved to a 
disk for the Subsequent quick boot. If memory size is larger 
than 32 MB, the amount of data to be saved to the disk 
becomes too large. As a result, the Subsequent booting by 
reloading the saved data into the memory may be even 
slower than a normal boot. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

It is therefore a primary object of the present invention to 
provide a method and apparatus that significantly reduces 
the time required for boot process after a POST operation by 
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using a boot configuration information on memory and the 
attached devices that were created and saved in a disk in the 
preceding boot process, and thereby skipping execution of 
statements in an initial device configuration file and an 
automatic batch file. 
To achieve the object, the present invention provides a 

method for quickly booting a personal computer system, 
comprising the steps of performing a POST operation when 
the system is powered on or a reset button is pressed; 
checking if a boot configuration information that was cre 
ated in the preceding boot process exists in a disk; Saving the 
boot configuration information to the disk after execution of 
a POST operation on the basis of the checking result; and 
loading a graphic user interface (GUI) program. 
The method for quickly booting a computer system 

according to the present invention is also characterized in 
that it comprises the steps of performing a POST operation 
when the system is powered on or a reset button is pressed; 
restoring a boot configuration information by using the boot 
configuration information that has been saved in a disk; and 
loading a GUI program. 

According to the quick booting method of the present 
invention, after ASCII statements listed in an initial device 
configuration file and an automatic batch file are executed, 
a boot configuration information that is resident in a 
memory, i.e., the status of devices and the contents of 
memory are saved into a disk. After that, when a reboot is 
requested, a computer system can be booted quickly by 
using the stored boot configuration information, without 
execution of the initial device configuration file and the 
automatic batch run file. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The accompanying drawings, which are included to pro 
vide a further understanding of the invention, illustrate the 
preferred embodiment of this invention, and together with 
the description, serve to explain the principles of the present 
invention. 

In the drawings: 
FIG. 1 is the system architecture of a general personal 

computer system; 
FIG. 2 is a flowchart showing the conventional method for 

quick POST operation in a Windows95-installed personal 
computer; 

FIG. 3 is a flowchart showing a method for a quick boot 
according to an embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 4 is a flowchart showing a method for saving a boot 
configuration information after execution of POST opera 
tion in a Windows95-installed personal computer according 
to an embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 5 is a flowchart showing a method for restoring a 
stored boot configuration information in a Windows95 
installed personal computer according to an embodiment of 
the present invention; 

FIG. 6 is a flowchart showing a method for saving the 
contents of memory into a disk according to an embodiment 
of the present invention; and 

FIG. 7 is a flowchart showing a method for restoring the 
contents of memory according to an embodiment of the 
present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

The preferred embodiments of the present invention will 
be described below in detail referring to the accompanying 
drawings. 
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4 
FIG. 3 is a flowchart of the quick boot process in an IBM 

personal computer system according to an embodiment of 
the present invention. The flow proceeds to step S21, in 
which a POST operation is performed when a computer 
system is powered on or a reset button is pressed. A normal 
boot process of an operating system, e.g., Windows95 is 
then executed (S22). Next, a boot configuration information, 
i.e., the contents of memory and the status of the attached 
devices that was created and has been resident in a memory 
since execution of the POST operation is saved to a disk 
(S23). A RAM-resident program is called by a software 
interrupt (INT in general) in modified ROM BIOS codes so 
as to save the boot configuration information into a disk for 
future boots. Since the, when a reboot is requested (S24), the 
POST operation is performed and then the saved boot 
configuration information is retrieved from the disk in order 
to complete the reboot process (S25). If it is determined that 
either CONFIG.SYS or AUTOEXEC.BAT was changed 
(S26), the changed two files are loaded into a memory and 
are then executed to form a new boot configuration 
information, which will be saved to the disk again for the 
subsequent boot. In this way, if CONFIG.SYS and 
AUTOEXEC.BAT are not changed, they do not need to be 
loaded and executed when a computer system is booted, 
resulting in a quick boot. 

FIGS. 4 and 5 are flowcharts respectively showing meth 
ods for saving and restoring a boot configuration informa 
tion in a Windows95-installed IBM personal computer 
according to an embodiment of the present invention. 
The method for saving the boot configuration information 

to a disk will be described now in detail referring to FIG. 4. 
When power is turned on or a reset button is pressed (S31), 
a cold boot or warm boot is requested. The POST operation 
is, first, executed (S32) and then an INT 19h service routine 
is called to load an operating system (S53). By calling the 
INT 19h, control is passed to a bootstrap loader which loads 
the operating system into a memory to prepare the personal 
computer for use. 

Next, CONFIG.SYS is loaded into the memory and 
statements therein are executed CONFIG.SYS includes 
ASCII statements describing the size of disk buffer, the 
number of files that can be opened simultaneously, the 
names of device drivers needed to control devices attached 
to the computer system, and so on. After executing 
CONFIG.SYS, another ASCII file called AUTOEXEC.BAT 
is loaded into the memory. The file-names of programs that 
a user wants to run automatically at the boot time are listed 
therein, and the programs are executed (S34). 

Next, a RAM-resident program is activated to replace an 
original INT 2Fh service routine in the ROM BIOS codes. 
To do this, the interrupt Vector for INT 2Fh is substituted for 
the address of the RAM-resident program (S35). Next, 
WIN.COM is executed to load Windows 95 into the memory 
(S36). The INT 2Fh service routine is called by using 
software system management interrupt (software SMI) dur 
ing the execution of WIN.COM. At the interrupt point, the 
contents of a particular register is sent to the RAM-resident 
program and then performs a prescribed function associated 
with the register contents (S37). 

If the register contents is a predetermined value, e.g., 
1605H, the RAM-resident program checks if there is a file 
that contains the boot configuration information in a disk 
(S38) and saves the current boot configuration information 
to the disk, if not (S39). WIN.COM is then executed to load 
a GUI program of Windows95 into the memory (S41), 
providing a user with Windows95 interface (S42). It should 
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be noted that the boot configuration information is saved in 
the disk immediately before Windows95 loads device driv 
ers into a memory, i.e., an extended memory is used to load 
GUI program of Windows95. 
The operation of Saving the boot configuration informa 

tion to a disk (the step S39 of FIG. 4) is described in detail 
with reference to a flowchart of FIG. 6. The contents of 
memory block of a predetermined size are, first, examined 
and are then saved to the disk if the memory block is 
satisfied with a predetermined criterion. An address of the 
memory block is saved to the disk, as well. To be specific, 
if it is determined that the boot configuration information 
resident in a memory needs to be saved to the disk (S71), the 
INT 2Fh service routine checks if a memory segment of 64 
KB is filled with 0, while scanning every memory segment 
(S72). If not, the contents of the memory segment are saved 
to the disk (S73), together with its address (S74). The 
memory segment is treated as a memory accessing unit, 
which is 64 KB in size in the IBM personal computer 
system. And the boot configuration information to be saved 
is approximately 7 MB in size, which is composed of 1 MB 
for saving the software SMI, 4 MB for the video memory, 
and 2 MB for saving a memory area in which the interrupt 
vector table and some crucial programs for system manage 
ment are resided. 
The next time the computer system is powered on or reset, 

the saved boot configuration information is used to boot the 
computer system. The method for restoring the boot con 
figuration information will be described now in detail refer 
ring to FIG. 5. 
Once power is turned on or reset button is pressed (S51), 

a quick POST operation including skip of memory test is 
executed (S52), and then it is checked whether or not there 
is any boot configuration information that has been saved to 
a disk in the preceding boot process (S52-1). If it is 
determined that a boot configuration information exists, the 
operation for its restoration is performed (S53). 
The process for restoring the boot configuration informa 

tion is described in detail referring to a flowchart of FIG. 7. 
First, it is checked whether or not a current boot configu 
ration has been changed based on the restored boot configu 
ration information. If there is any change in the boot 
configuration, commands that are usually executed at the 
boot time, for example, commands for initial setup device 
configuration are executed and then a newly formed boot 
configuration information is saved to the disk for future 
boot. Specifically, when a computer system is resumed, it is 
checked if the boot configuration information will be 
restored (S81). If it is determined that the boot configuration 
information is restored, the contents of memory segments, 
addresses of which was saved before in the disk, are copied 
to the memory at their own addresses (S82). Other memory 
segments than the restored memory segments, become filled 
with 0 (S83). The reason why the contents of those 
segments are not restored is that they are set to all '0's during 
the BIOS POST operation. 
Once restoration of the contents of those memory seg 

ments is completed, it is checked if CONFIG.SYS and 
AUTOEXEC.BAT was changed (S54). If it is determined 
that either CONFIG.SYS and AUTOEXEC.BAT was 
changed, the bootstrap loader, the INT 19h service routine is 
called (S55), and then the both ASCII files are loaded into 
a memory to execute statements therein (S.56). Next, the 
RAM-resident program is activated to replace the original 
INT 2Fh service routine (S57). 

Next, WIN.COM is executed to load Windows 95 into the 
memory (S58). The INT 2Fh service routine is called 
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6 
through the software SMI during the execution of WIN. 
COM (S59) and thus the RAM-resident program is 
executed. The RAM-resident program, first, checks the 
contents of a particular register and then, if it is matched 
with a predetermined value, saves the current boot configu 
ration information that is resident in the memory to the disk 
(S61). The method for saving the contents of memory where 
the boot configuration information is resided is the same as 
that shown in FIG. 6. Next, control is passed to WIN.COM 
again and thus Windows95 GUI is set up (S62), thereby 
preparing the computer system for use (S63). 
The reason why the boot configuration information 

should be restored before Windows95 loads Windows95 
dedicated device drivers is to reduce the amount of data on 
the disk that must be copied to a memory at the boot time. 
Because the extended memory has been not used yet at that 
time, even if the size of total memory is 512 MB, memory 
of about 7 MB only is saved to and restored from the disk, 
according to the methods shown in FIGS. 6 and 7. Therefore, 
the execution of CONFIG.SYS and AUTOEXEC.BAT can 
be skipped by restoring the contents of memory and the 
status of devices based on the boot configuration 
information, thereby reducing the boot time significantly. 
Though the description hereinbefore may refer to terms 

commonly used in describing particular computer systems 
and software, such as IBM personal computer and Win 
dows95 operation system, the concepts equally apply to 
other systems and Software. 
The foregoing is provided only for the purpose of illus 

tration and explanation of the preferred embodiments of the 
present invention, so changes, variations and modifications 
may be made without departing from the spirit and scope of 
the invention. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A method for fast booting a computer system, com 

prising the steps of 
A. performing a power on self test (POST) of basic input 

output system (BIOS) when the computer system is 
powered on or reset is requested; 

B. checking whether a boot configuration information 
including a system booting state which was created 
while executing a previous normal booting process 
exists or not, wherein the boot configuration informa 
tion comprises selected portions of main memory con 
tents and information indicative of a status of hard 
ware; 

C. Storing the boot configuration information from execu 
tion of the POST operation before loading a graphic 
interface (GUI) program, based on the checking result: 
and 

D. loading the graphic user interface (GUI) program. 
2. A The method according to claim 1, wherein said step 

C stores the boot configuration information into a disk 
storage medium. 

3. A The method according to claim 1, wherein said step 
C stores the boot configuration information after execution 
of the POST operation is completed and before an extended 
memory becomes in use. 

4. A The method according to claim 1, wherein said step 
C comprises the steps of 

checking contents of a memory block of a predetermined 
size; 

storing the contents of the memory block into a disc 
storage medium based on the checking result; and 

storing the address of the stored memory block in the disc 
storage medium. 
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5. A method according to claim 1, wherein the boot 
configuration information in which system booting state is 
included comprises states of memory and hardware. 

6. A method for fast booting a computer system, com 
prising the steps of 

A. performing a power on self test (POST) of basic input 
output system (BIOS) when the computer system is 
powered on or reset is requested; 

B. resuming a boot configuration information including 
a system booting state by using the boot configuration 
information which was stored while executing a pre 
vious normal boot process, wherein the boot configu 
ration information comprises selected portions of main 
memory contents; and 

C. loading a graphic user interface (GUI) program. 
7. A The method according to claim 6, wherein said step 

B further comprises the steps of: 
checking if a designated boot configuration information is 

different from the resuming boot configuration infor 
mation; 

executing an initial driving program based on a modified 
configuration information; and 

updating the boot configuration information after said 
execution. 

8. A The method according to claim 6, wherein said step 
B comprises the steps of: 

determining whether to resume said stored boot configu 
ration information; 

resuming the contents of memory blocks, addresses of 
which have been stored while executing a previous 
normal booting process; and 

writing Zeros into other memory blocks than the resumed 
memory blocks. 

9. A The method according to claim 6, wherein said step 
B restores said stored boot configuration information before 
an extended memory becomes in use. 

10. A method for quickly booting a computer system in 
which Windows operating system is installed, comprising 
the steps of: 

A. performing a power on self test (POST) of basic input 
output system (BIOS) when the computer system is 
powered on or reset is requested; 

B. checking whether a boot configuration information 
including a system booting state which was created 
while executing a previous normal boot process exists 
or not, wherein the boot configuration information 
comprises selected portions of main memory contents 
and information indicative of a status of hardware; 

C. storing the a current boot configuration information, 
if there is no stored boot configuration information; 

D. performing the POST operation when the computer 
system is rebooted; 

E. resuming the stored boot configuration information; 
and 

F. updating the boot configuration information before a 
graphic user interface (GUI) program is loaded, if a 
designated boot configuration information is different 
from the boot configuration information. 

11. A The method according to claim 10, wherein said 
step B calls an interrupt for bootstrap loader to check if the 
boot configuration information which was created while 
executing a previous normal booting process. 

12. A The method according to claim 10, wherein said 
step F determines whether or not the designated boot con 
figuration information is different from the resumed boot 
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8 
configuration information based on changes of CONFIG. 
SYS file and/or AUTOEXEC.BAT file. 

13. A method for Supporting fast booting a computer 
system through storing/resuming a memory status state of 
the computer system, comprising the steps of 

checking whether to store a memory contents status 
State. 

checking memory contents of a certain unit plurality of 
units of the main memory; 

selectively storing on a unit by unit basis portions of the 
main memory contents written in an area necessary for 
system operation based on a result of the memory 
contents checking result; and 

resuming the selectively stored portions of the main 
memory contents for fast booting. 

14. A The method according to claim 13, wherein the 
a certain unit is composed of a segment having 64 bytes. 

15. A The method according to claim 13, wherein the 
storing step stores the contents if a value in a memory block 
is not '0, and does not store the contents if the value is 0. 

16. A The method according to claim 13, wherein the 
storing step stores an address of a memory block unit if 
value of a the memory block unit is not '0', and does not 
store the address if the value is 0. 

17. The method according to claim 13, wherein the 
resuming step resumes pre-stored memory contents of the 
certain a memory unit while writing '0' in a remainder of 
the certain memory unit. 

18. A The method according to claim 13, wherein the 
resuming step resumes the stored contents belonging to a 
corresponding segment if the system is resumed from a 
hibernation state to a normal state, and does not resume a 
remaining portion of the segment. 

19. A method for fast booting a computer system, com 
prising the steps of 

A. performing a power on self test (POST) of basic input 
output system (BIOS) functions when the computer 
system is powered on or reset is requested 

B. checking whether a previous boot configuration infor 
mation created while executing a previous normal 
booting process exists or not, wherein the previous boot 
configuration information comprises selectively stored 
portions of main memory contents and information 
indicative of a status of hardware, 

C. Storing a current boot configuration information after 
execution of the POST operation based on the checking 
result, and 

D. loading a graphic user interface (GUI) program. 
20. A method for quickly booting a computer system in 

which a Windows operating system is installed, comprising 
the steps of 

A. performing a power on self test (POST) of basic input 
output system (BIOS) functions when the computer 
system is powered on or reset is requested 

B. checking whether a boot configuration information 
created while executing a previous normal boot process 
is stored or not, wherein the boot configuration infor 
mation comprises selectively stored portions of main 
memory contents and information indicative of a status 
of hardware, 

C. Storing a current boot configuration information, if 
there is no stored boot configuration information, 

D. performing the POST operation when the computer 
system is rebooted and 

E. restoring the stored boot configuration information. 
21. A method for supporting fast booting of a computer 

system through storing/restoring main memory contents of 
the computer system, comprising the steps of 
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checking whether to store the main memory contents, 
checking the main memory contents on a block-by-block 

basis, 
selectively storing a portion of the main memory contents 

based on the result of the main memory contents 
checking, and 

restoring the selectively stored portion of the main 
memory contents for fast booting. 

22. The method of claim 21, wherein the stored main 
memory contents portion is stored in uncompressed form. 

23. The method of claim 21, wherein the block-by-block 
basis involves a predetermined block size. 

24. A method for supporting fast booting of a computer 
system through storing/restoring main memory contents of 
the computer system, comprising the steps of 15 

checking whether to store main memory contents, 
checking memory contents of a main memory on a 

segment-by-segment basis, 
selectively storing portions of the main memory contents 

based on the result of the checking of the main memory 
contents, and 

restoring the selectively stored portions of the main 
memory contents for fast booting. 

25. The method of claim 24, wherein the selectively stored 
portions of the main memory contents are stored in uncom 
pressed form. 

26. The method of claim 24, wherein the segment-by 
segment basis involves a consistent segment size. 

27. The method of claim 24, wherein the fast booting 
continues after the selectively stored portions of the main 
memory contents are restored. 

28. A method for fast booting a computer system, com 
prising the steps of 

25 

30 

A. performing a power on self test (POST) of basic input 35 
output system (BIOS) fitnctions when the computer 
system is powered on or reset is requested 

B. restoring boot configuration information comprised of 
selectively stored portions of main memory contents 
and status of attached devices, which was previously " 
stored while executing a previous boot process, 

C. loading a graphic user interface (GUI) program. 
29. The method of claim 28, wherein the restored boot 

configuration information is restored prior to the use of 
extended memory by the graphical user interface (GUI) 45 
program. 

30. A method for quick booting a computer system, 
comprising the steps of 

a) performing a power on self test (POST) when the 
computer system is powered on or reset, 

b) executing any filrther instructions not included in the 
POST to filrther initialize hardware in the computer 
system to a known State and to place the computer 
system in a low level configuration for a boot operation 
to proceed 

c) storing a current state of the computer system in a 
configuration information file, 

d) allowing the boot operation to continue, 
e) checking during a subsequent boot operation to detect 

any changes to the computer system that would affect 
the low level configuration relative to the configuration 
information file, 

f) Skipping at least the execution of instructions previously 
executed in step b if no changes are detected that would 
affect the low level configuration relative to the con 
figuration information file, 
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g) reloading the configuration information file and allow 

ing the subsequent boot operation to proceed from that 
point if no changes are detected that would affect the 
low level configuration relative to the configuration 
information file. 

31. A method for quickly booting a personal computer 
system using boot configuration information related to 
attached devices and a computer memory that was created 
and saved in a storage medium during a preceding boot 

to process, wherein the method comprises: 
a) performing an initial process operation to diagnose 

devices attached to the personal computer system when 
the personal computer system is powered on or a reset 
button is pressed 

b) referencing files specifing one or more of the attached 
devices and executing software to load device drivers 
into the computer memory and to initialize one or more 
of the attached devices, 

c) loading additional files and software to identifi and 
execute any additional programs to be executed prior 
to initiating normal user operations, 

d) saving to the storage medium information reflecting a 
status of the attached devices, the computer memory 
and/or the additional programs, 

e) in a subsequent restart operation, checking if the 
information requires updating, and 

f) if no updating is necessary, loading the saved informa 
tion into the computer memory and resuming normal 
personal computer system operations, thereby bypass 
ing execution of steps (b) through (d) above, resulting 
in a quick booting operation. 

32. The method of claim 31, wherein the storage medium 
comprises a disk drive. 

33. A method for operating a computer system comprised 
of: 

a) performing a Power on Self Test (POST) operation, 
b) executing a bootstrap loader program which prepares 

the computer system for execution of a graphical 
Operating System, 

c) writing selected portions of memory contents from a 
main memory to a storage medium location, 

d) executing the graphical operating system, 
e) checking during a subsequent boot operation to detect 

any changes to the computer system that would affect 
the execution of the bootstrap loader program, 

f) Skipping at least a portion of the execution of the 
bootstrap loader program during the subsequent boot 
operation if no changes are detected 

g) writing the selected portions of main memory contents 
from the storage medium to the main memory and 
allowing the subsequent boot operation to proceed 
from that point if no changes are detected that would 
affect the execution of the bootstrap loader program. 

34. The method of claim 33, wherein the selected portions 
of main memory contents written from the main memory to 
the storage medium location in step (c) are selected on a 
segment-by-segment basis based in part on the presence of 
actual data. 

35. The method of claim 33, wherein the selected portions 
of main memory contents are written prior to the use of 
extended memory in the computer system. 

36. The method of claim 33, wherein the storage medium 
comprises a disk drive. 

37. A method for supporting an operation of a computer 
system through storing/restoring main memory contents of 
the computer system, comprising the steps of 
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checking whether to store main memory contents, 
checking main memory contents of the main memory on a 

block-by-block basis, 
selectively storing portions of the main memory contents 

based on a result of the checking main memory con 
tents, and 

restoring the selectively stored portions of the main 
memory contents for the operation of the computer 
system. 

38. The method of claim 37, wherein the selectively stored 
portions of the main memory contents are stored in uncom 
pressed form. 

39. The method of claim 37, wherein the block-by-block 
basis involves a predetermined block size. 

40. The method of claim 37, wherein the selectively stored 
portions of the main memory contents are restored during a 
boot operation prior to the use of extended memory by an 
Operating System. 

41. A method for supporting an operation of a computer 
system through storing/restoring main memory contents of 
the computer system, comprising the steps of 

checking whether to store main memory contents, 
checking main memory contents of the main memory on a 

segment-by-segment basis, 
selectively storing portions of the main memory contents 

based on a result of the checking main memory con 
tents, and 

restoring the selectively stored portions of the main 
memory contents for the operation of the computer 
system. 

42. The method of claim 41, wherein the selectively stored 
portions of the main memory contents are stored in uncom 
pressed form. 

43. The method of claim 41, wherein the segment-by 
segment basis involves a consistent segment size. 

44. The method of claim 41, wherein the selectively stored 
portions of the main memory contents are restored during a 
boot operation prior to the use of extended memory by an 
Operating System. 

45. A method for operating a computing system compris 
ing the steps of 

carrying out a first boot up process for the computing 
system, wherein as a result of the first boot up process 
the computing system is brought to a state of operation 
in which application software may be executed, 
wherein during the first boot up process device con 
figuration programming statements are executed, 
wherein based on the device configuration program 
ming statements boot configuration data is written to a 
main memory in the computing system, wherein the 
boot configuration data is selectively stored in a stor 
age medium in the computing system, wherein the boot 
configuration data comprises selectively stored por 
tions of main memory contents, 

carrying out a second boot up process for the computing 
system at a point in time subsequent to the first boot up 
process, wherein as a result of the second boot up 
process the boot configuration data is retrieved from 
the storage medium and is written to the main memory, 
wherein device configuration programming statements 
that were executed during the first boot up process are 
not executed during the second boot up process, 
wherein the second boot up process is faster than the 
first boot up process. 

46. The method of claim 45, wherein data in the main 
memory is selectively stored in the storage medium based on 
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whether the data in the main memory was altered from a 
predetermined value during the first boot up process. 

47. The method of claim 46, wherein data in the main 
memory is selectively stored in the storage medium on a 
memory block by memory block basis. 

48. The method of claim 46, wherein data in the main 
memory is selectively stored in the storage medium on a 
memory segment by memory segment basis. 

49. The method of claim 45, filrther comprising the step 
of determining changes in the device configuration pro 
gramming statements, wherein, in the event of changes in the 
device configuration programming Statements, in a boot up 
process subsequent to the first boot up process the device 
configuration programming Statements are re-executed and 
second boot configuration data is written to the main 
memory in the computing system, wherein the second boot 
configuration data is stored in the storage medium in the 
computing system and utilized in a filrther subsequent boot 
up process. 

50. The method of claim 45, wherein the storage medium 
comprises a disk drive. 

51. The method of claim 45, wherein the boot configura 
tion data is written to the main memory prior to the use of 
extended memory by an operating system. 

52. A method for quickly booting a personal computer 
system using boot configuration information related to 
attached devices and to selected areas of computer memory, 
that was created and saved in a storage medium during a 
preceding boot process, wherein the method comprises. 

a) performing an initial process operation to diagnose 
devices attached to the personal computer system, 

b) referencing files specifing one or more of the attached 
devices and executing software to load device drivers 
into the computer memory and to initialize one or more 
of the attached devices, 

c) loading additional files and software to identifi and 
execute any additional programs to be executed prior 
to initiating normal user operations, 

d) saving to the storage medium information and selected 
areas of memory reflecting a status of the attached 
devices and the additional programs, 

e) in a subsequent restart operation, checking if the 
selected areas of memory, and saved device and pro 
gram information requires updating, and 

f) if no updating is necessary, loading the saved informa 
tion into the computer memory and resuming normal 
personal computer system operations, thereby bypass 
ing execution of steps (b) through (d) above, resulting 
in a quick booting operation. 

53. The method of claim 52, wherein the storage medium 
comprises a disk drive. 

54. The method of claim 52 wherein the saved information 
is loaded into the computer memory using up to 1 MB of 
address space. 

55. A method for quickly booting a computer system 
comprised of 

a) performing a Power on Self Test (POST) operation, 
b) executing a bootstrap loader program which prepares 

the computer system for execution of a graphical 
Operating System, 

c) writing selected portions of main memory contents and 
status of attached devices from a main memory to a 
storage medium location, 

d) executing the graphical operating system, 
e) checking during a subsequent boot operation to detect 

any changes to the computer system that would affect 
the execution of the bootstrap loader program, 
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f) Skipping at least a portion of the execution of the 
bootstrap loader program during the subsequent boot 
operation if no changes are detected 

g) writing the selected portions of main memory contents 
and status of attached devices from the storage medium 5 
to the main memory and allowing the subsequent boot 
operation to proceed from that point if no changes are 
detected that would affect the execution of the bootstrap 
loader program. 

56. The method of claim 55, wherein the storage medium 10 
comprises a disk drive. 

57. A method for operating a computer system, compris 
ing the steps of 

A. performing a power on self test (POST) of basic input 
output system (BIOS) fitnctions when the computer 
system is powered on or reset is requested 

15 

B. restoring boot configuration information comprised of 
selectively stored portions of main memory contents 
and status of attached devices, which was previously 2O 
stored while executing a previous boot process, and 

C. loading a graphic user interface (GUI) program. 
58. The method of claim 57, wherein the restored boot 

configuration information is restored prior to the use of 
extended memory by the graphical user interface (GUI) 2.5 
program. 

59. A method for fast booting a computer system, com 
prising the steps of 

A. performing a power on self test (POST) of basic input 
output system (BIOS) when the computer system is 30 
powered on or reset is requested 

B. resuming a boot configuration information including a 
system booting state by using the boot configuration 
information which was stored while executing a previ 
ous normal boot process, 35 

C. loading a graphic user interface (GUI) program, and 
wherein said step B comprises the steps of 

determining whether to resume said stored boot configu 
ration information, 40 

resuming contents of memory blocks comprising selected 
portions of main memory contents, addresses of which 
have been stored while executing a previous normal 
booting process, and 

writing zeros into other memory blocks than the resumed 45 
memory blocks. 

14 
60. A method for supporting fast booting a computer 

system through storing/resuming a memory status of the 
computer system, comprising the steps of 

checking whether to store a main memory contents status, 
checking memory contents of a certain unit of the main 

memory, 
selectively storing portions of main memory contents 

written in an area necessary for system operation based 
On the main memory contents checking result, 

resuming the stored portions of main memory contents for 
fast booting, and 

wherein the storing step stores the contents if a value in 
a memory block is not '0, and does not store the 
contents if the value is '0'. 

61. A method for supporting fast booting a computer 
system through storing/resuming a memory status of the 
computer system, comprising the steps of 

checking whether to store a main memory contents status, 
checking memory contents of a certain unit of the main 

memory, 
selectively storing portions of main memory contents 

written in an area necessary for system operation based 
On the main memory contents checking result, 

resuming the stored portions of main memory contents for 
fast booting, and 

wherein the storing step stores an address of a memory 
block if a value of a memory block is not '0', and does 
not store the address if the value is '0'. 

62. A method for supporting fast booting a computer 
system through storing/resuming a memory status of the 
computer system, comprising the steps of: 

checking whether to store a main memory contents status, 
checking memory contents of a certain unit of the main 

memory, 
selectively storing portions of main memory contents 

written in an area necessary for system operation based 
On the main memory contents checking result, 

resuming the stored portions of the main memory contents 
for fast booting, and 

wherein the resuming step resumes pre-stored memory 
contents of the certain unit of the main memory while 
writing '0' in a remainder of the certain unit of the main 
memory. 


